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The Social Housing (Regulation) Bill

Progression of the Bill

• The Bill was introduced in the House of Lords June 2022, and completed 

passage through the House of Commons on 1 March 2023

• The Bill is expected to enter ping-pong shortly and to receive Royal 

Assent before the end of this Parliamentary Session.

The charter for social housing 
residents: social housing white paper
November 2020

Summary of key changes

✓ Strengthening the Regulator’s consumer inspection and enforcement 

powers

✓ Strengthening the Housing Ombudsman service

✓ New standards of decency and quality of service including

✓ ‘Awaab’s Law’

✓ Competence and conduct regulatory standards

✓ Requirements for housing managers and senior housing executives 

to hold housing management qualifications

✓ Requirements for regular electrical safety checks.



Setting clear standards
Physical quality of homes

The Government is taking the following action to set standards in social housing.

• On decency standards;

• We are currently reviewing the Decent Homes Standard (DHS).

• We will continue work on developing a new government guidance on damp and mould.

• Alongside the Department of Health and Social Care, we are reviewing government guidance on damp and 

mould, with the aim to published revised guidance in the summer.

• We have recently completed our review of the Housing Health and Safety Rating System (HHSRS).

• We have brought forward Awaab’s Law, which will set time limits for landlords to investigate and remedy 

hazards such as damp and mould.

• On energy efficiency standards;

• We will consult with the sector on improving energy efficiency in social housing, within 6 months of the Bill 

gaining Royal Assent.

• On building and electrical safety standards;

• We have introduced requirements for landlords around the provision and maintenance of smoke and carbon 

alarms, and are introducing new requirements for social housing landlords to carry out regular electrical safety 

checks.

• Under the Building Safety Act, building owners and landlords are now responsible for making buildings safe 

and the first port of call to fund any necessary repairs.

• On funding delivery against these standards;

• We have provided funding to remove unsafe ACM cladding, and to decarbonise social housing stock. We are 

also providing £30m in decency funding for Greater Manchester and the West Midlands.



Setting clear standards
Quality of resident experience

Professionalisation

• We are introducing through the Bill new 'competence and conduct’ 
regulatory standards, which will require landlords to ensure all 
social housing staff have the skills, knowledge, experience and 
behaviours needed to deliver professional, high-quality services to 
tenants.

• As part of this, we will require senior housing managers and 
senior housing executives to hold or be working towards an 
appropriate (Level 4 or 5) housing management qualification.

Awaab’s Law

• Awaab’s Law will also introduce new requirements on 
social landlords to investigate and repair hazards within 
fixed timeframes.



Strengthening regulation

The Secretary of State has written to all providers seeking an assessment of damp and mould issues.  The 

Regulator will be engaging with those reporting high numbers of cases, taking action where needed.

Going forward, the Bill will give the Regulator powers to tackle landlords when they are systemically failing 

tenants:

• Inspection: They will have powers to conduct routine inspections of large landlords, ensuring they have the 

systems and processes in place to meet the new standards.

• Enforcement: When things do go wrong, they will have the power to take swift and effective action. In the 

most serious cases, they will have the powers to issue unlimited fines and schedule repairs within 48 hours.

Enforcement of standards
Regulation and redress

Strengthening the Housing Ombudsman

• We have already removed the democratic filter, to speed up access, and we have expanded the 

Ombudsman’s remit to enable investigation of wider issues, going beyond individual cases.

• We are giving the Ombudsman power to publish guidance on good practice, and to ask social landlords to 

complete a self-assessment against this guidance when a complaint is received.

• The Ombudsman has increased landlord membership fees to £5.75 (per housing unit) to respond to an 

unprecedented increase in demand.



We are introducing a number of measures to strengthen tenants’ 
voice, including;

• The introduction of Tenant Satisfaction Measures;

• A multi-year communications campaign, to raise awareness of 
complaints processes, including the role of the Housing 
Ombudsman Service;

• Free Training and guidance for residents on their rights, via our 
new Resident Opportunities and Empowerment Programme - 
Four Million Homes;

• Our Social Housing Quality Resident Panel is informing the 
government’s approach to driving up social housing quality.

We are also supporting tenants by calling out bad practice, including;

• Naming and shaming worst performing landlords;

• Removing Affordable Homes Programme (AHP) funding from 
landlords who fail consumer standards.

Strengthening tenant’s voice

http://www.fourmillionhomes.org/


Our ask of you

Workstream What to expect

Setting clear standards • Smoke and carbon monoxide alarm requirements now in force (October 2022)

• Publication of consultation response on changes to electrical safety requirements

• Launch of consultations on

• minimum energy efficiency standards

• time limits for repairs

• competence and conduct standards

• Decent Homes Standard review

• future of the rent standard / call for evidence on a catch up mechanism;

• supported housing regulatory oversight

• Delivery of Social Housing Decarbonisation Funding.

Enforcement of 

standards

• Publication of directions to RSH (DLUHC)

• Publication of consumer regulation regime framework consultation (RSH)

• Publication of decision statement and standards for new consumer regulation regime (RSH), new regime comes into force

• Implementation of new HOS powers, and further increases to HOS capacity

Strengthening tenant 

voice

• Further waves of government communications campaign

• Further waves of the Resident Panel

• Tenant satisfaction data collected by landlords (commenced April 2023)

• Resident Opportunities and Empowerment Programme Four Million Homes (commenced April 2023)

All providers need to work over the coming months to fully understand and prepare for the new 

requirements - so you will be ready to comply and deliver the changes needed to ensure 

consistent, high quality accommodation and services, and strengthen tenant voice.

http://www.fourmillionhomes.org/


Social Housing Quality Programme
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Stop Social Housing Stigma Resident Led Campaign
Update for the NHC Resident involvement Conference

June 2023

Lynne Brosnan, Chair

Colin Lincoln, Committee Member



A Resident-led Committee
Working to create stigma free Social housing

WHO WE ARE



“To drive forward from a tenant perspective, the 
impact of social housing stigma, by raising 

awareness, challenging & taking positive action to 
eradicate stigma in social housing”.

We are positive & solution focussed in our ambition

Our Vision



TPAS Contractors and Partners
TPAS have been enormous supporters of our campaign

TPAS set up a meeting with their contractors and partners in April - over 60 
organisations!

Our ask of them were to consider:

• To receive training from us on the impact of their comments and how they make 
us feel when they make assumptions about how we live and why we live in social 
housing

• To work with us to develop a contractor pledge to promote social housing 
positively,  without stigmatising tenants, or our communities in their literature 
and in what they assume and say about social housing tenants

• We are still meeting with them all individually on this, but have already:
• Had an offer of a contractor lead to develop the pledge
• Had connections with subcontractors to inform them of our campaign and to raise awareness 

of the intended pledge



Why not become one of our Anti Stigma Pilots?
• We have been working with University of Durham, the University of Sheffield and the CIH, since 

last year.

• They intend to use all the research and reports which have been completed so far on stigma and 
apply them in practice to 6-9 willing landlords and their tenants- and follow that story

• We have 1-2 interested volunteers already, but we need more!

• We want to develop the toolkit to be relevant to everyone.

• We want to apply this work in 6-9 pilot organisations in an inclusive way – we want to capture 
councils, ALMOs and HAs - big and small, rural and city, with different geographical areas and 
covering the whole of England.

• When this work, which is being funded by the universities is complete, we will work with them to 
develop the CIH “Its not OK guide” into an “its not ok toolkit”,  so everyone has access to good 
practice and practical steps to take to address stigma where they live and work

• We will market this through a pledge for landlords and contractors and tenant groups to sign up 
to, and later we will evaluate the difference this has made to reducing stigma in social housing 

If you would like to volunteer to be a pilot , please drop us a line or drop your contact details into 
the chat now and we will pick that up and contact you directly to supply you with more details



Civil Servants and Baroness Scott

• Civil Servants have been really helpful and met with us a few times, since 
we met Eddie Hughes at the Leeds NHC Conference.

• We have had good advice and additional knowledge to shape our campaign 
from civil servants

In May, we met Baroness Scott to:

• Invite her to part fund the toolkit and landlord/contractor/tenant group 
pledge, which could impact on all tenants and communities

• Understand our part in the references x 3 to stigma, (including 2 actions) in 
the Better Social Housing Review, which we worked on with the CIH

• Include addressing social housing stigma as a requirement in new 
consumer regulations



Regulator of Social Housing
We met Kate and Fleur in June

We asked RSH to capture the Better Social Housing Review actions to address social 
housing stigma, in their first draft of new Consumer Regulations, including:

We believe that most housing staff are well meaning but do not always have 
awareness of how hurtful their comments are to us, from the assumptions they 
make

• We requested the RSH to ensure the definitions of professionalism pick up the 
need to address unconscious bias and ensure officer/contractor awareness of the 
part they play in social housing stigma

Consumer Regulations  have not enabled stigma to be prioritised for action, by 
landlords and their partners -  it was the biggest problem for tenants (even above 
repairs) in the post Grenfell Ministerial visits to meet with tenants. 

The Social Housing Green Paper majored on stigma – we want to ensure it is not 
lost in the outcomes of the Social Housing White Paper

• We requested the RSH are more explicit about addressing stigma in new 
regulations – the current requirement on economic, environmental and social 
well-being are not sufficient. 



What else?

• We are meeting with the “four million homes” tenant trainers. We intend 
to offer to lend a hand to promote action to address social housing stigma

• We are meeting with TAROE who have agreed to help us with our review of 
our terms of reference and constitution

• We are available to come and speak to your tenants and staff, to show 
them what we are doing and to promote our work

• We are recruiting for new members – including landlord members and 
tenant committee members

• Please drop us a line, or put your details in the chat box now, if you would 
like to get involved in our campaign in a way which suits you

We would love to hear from you



stopsocialhousingstigma21@gmail.com

@sshscampaign





The Social Housing Tenants’ Climate Jury and  

Residents’ Voices in the Net Zero Journey 

highlighted the need for better communication 

about energy efficiency improvements. 

Heartwarming Homes will create a suite of 

resources which will support social landlords to 

communicate better with tenants about retrofit.  

https://www.northern-consortium.org.uk/the-social-housing-tenants-climate-jury/
https://www.placeshapers.org/residents-voices-in-net-zero-carbon-journey/


• What do you think are the benefits of having 

energy efficiency work done on your home?

• What questions and/ or concerns would you 

have if you were due to have: 

a) your home insulated, and new doors and 

windows fitted?  

b) an air source heat pump fitted? 



• On average landlords planning to do energy efficiency work on 

800 homes over next two years. 

• Biggest tenant concern is disruption during work. 

• An average nine per cent of tenants refuse access for retrofit 

work with answers ranging from 0 to 30 per cent. 

• A fabric first approach is common – the top 3 energy efficiency 

works for next two years insulation (cavity wall, internal, reflect 

external and loft), improving ventilation and draught-proofing. 

Although the numbers of heat pumps planned is smaller, there’s 

a greater comms need. 



We’ve set up tenant and communications advisory groups to 

make sure the campaign meets the needs of both tenants and 

landlords. 

Pam Hankinson, South Yorkshire Housing Association Board 

member and member of the Heartwarming Home tenant advisory 

group will take you though some key findings from the tenants’ 

group. 



WEDNESDAY 13TH JANUARY 2021Approaches to addressing climate change and 

retrofit must tackle barriers that limit individual 

action (such as agreeing to have energy 

efficiency work done on your home). These 

are: 

• Physical or psychological capacity e.g. 

financial, time or knowledge constraints.

• Motivation e.g. unhelpful habits or 

conflicting motivations. 

• Opportunity in individual environments 

and what people around you do.

Based on COM B behaviour change model. 



Concern Ways to overcome the concerns

The disruption it will cause. Person-centred approach with practical support to overcome disruption – for 

example loft clearance service when installing loft insulation. 

Lack of trust of landlord (often 

stemming from previous 

dissatisfaction with repairs). 

Use trusted messengers:

• Other tenants are most trusted – tenant ambassadors to deliver messages. 

• Repeated face-to-face contact with a trusted person from the housing 

association (community engagement officer, neighbourhood officer etc.) can 

also build trust.

• Do what you’ll say when you say you will. 

Worry about how long work will 

take 

Provide clear step-by-step processes, and demonstrations (preferably in person) 

Lack of understanding about 

why improvements are needed / 

worry about new technology. 

• Use clear language and avoid jargon, in written and face-to-face 

communications.  

• Help tenant’s take ownership of the process by actively involving them and 

letting them make choices, for example about redecoration, type of door they 

have etc. 

• Support with using technology. 



WEDNESDAY 13TH JANUARY 2021Communication toolkit 

Develop a toolkit targeted at comms teams and sustainability teams 

promoting best practice in  energy efficiency communication. 

This will include:

• Behavioural insights 

• Recommended methods for communicating with customers. 

• Key messages 

• Language style guide – avoid terms such as ‘retrofit’ and ‘net zero’

• Good practice examples from the sector. 

• Templates – letters, timelines etc. 

• Evaluation framework  

• FAQs

• Links to other resources e.g. Help for Households, training 

resources, how to guides, SHDF knowledge hub.

The toolkit will address the need for targeted, tailored face-to-face 

communication with residents which accounts for their individual 

circumstances.



WEDNESDAY 13TH JANUARY 2021

Other campaign resources for social landlords to 

share with tenants: 

• Video case studies featuring stories of customers who’ve 

had work done. Featuring:

• Different types of work 

• Different types of homes,

• Different demographics of customers 

• Include challenges which were overcome to complete 

work. 

• Matterport virtual tour of retrofitted home, with clickable 

labels for the technology. For when it isn’t practical to offer 

a tour of a show home.  

• Graphics for social media and newsletters. 



• Pilot resources in July and August

• Launch the campaign in 

September 



WEDNESDAY 13TH JANUARY 2021

Recommendation Source How this is included

Good communication 

is needed throughout 

the retrofit and must 

cover positive and 

negative aspects. 

SHTCJ The toolkit will recommend good 

communication throughout the process. 

Case studies and other campaign 

materials will paint a realistic picture of 

retrofit – picking up on positives and 

covering how negatives can be overcome. 

Communication needs 

to be tailored to the 

needs of different 

groups

SHTCJ The toolkit will look at communication 

needs of different demographics. Materials 

produced by the project will feature people 

from different demographics. All materials 

will follow accessibility guidelines. 

Tenants must 

understand financial 

implications.

SHTCJ The toolkit will highlight the importance of 

explaining financial implications including:

- Likely effect on energy bills. 

- Any changes to rent / service charges. 

- How tenants will be compensated – 

e.g. redecoration costs, replacement of 

floor coverings etc. 



WEDNESDAY 13TH JANUARY 2021

Recommendation Source How this is being included

Demonstrations, via 

video or in person, 

will help increase 

understanding

SHTCJ The toolkit will recommend 

demonstration homes as way of 

communicating about retrofit to others. 

We’ll also produce video resources 

which will replicate a live 

demonstration home, for when it’s not 

practical to offer one.

Develop messaging 

in partnership with 

residents – warmer, 

healthier homes, 

not fuel poverty. 

Resident 

Voices 

Messaging developed with Tenants’ 

Advisory Group. The materials will also 

be piloted to test messaging with a 

wider group of tenants. 

Use case studies 

and resident 

ambassadors.

Resident 

Voices 

We’ll produce a bank of case studies 

featuring residents and will recommend 

use of resident ambassadors in the 

toolkit to build trust. 



•
WEDNESDAY 13TH JANUARY 2021

Recommendation Source How this is being included

Educate colleagues 

about net zero and 

retrofit too – all 

colleagues are 

ambassadors. 

Resident 

Voices 

The toolkit will support colleagues 

across the business and also sign post 

to other relevant training (e.g. Carbon 

Literacy training). 

Dedicated customer 

engagement 

officers make a 

difference. 

Resident 

Voices 

The toolkit will advocate the importance 

of face-to-face contact with dedicated 

officers. 



WEDNESDAY 13TH JANUARY 2021



Housing Leeds – our resident 
involvement journey 



Housing Leeds

• Where we came from:

– 67 tenants, residents and community groups, 

many resident improvement groups, local panels, 

user research, surveys, tenant scrutiny etc

– A formal resident involvement structure and ways 

of working (over 100 formal meetings a year)

– Accessible and inclusive?

– Lots of input from committed residents, but what 

about wider tenant voice?



With our

• We reviewed:

– 'Wider tenant feedback and insight - how the 

service engages and uses feedback from tenants 

as a whole, with a focus on digital engagement' 

– 'How best are tenants able to influence service 

design, policy and decision making' 



Reflecting on the review…
What went well Challenges?!

Input from TPAS and others – challenged 
extent of resident input within governance 
structure – and examples from others (but 
no one right way)

'Engagement' was a big topic and means 
different things to different people.

Message that digital was in addition to in 
person – helped reassure, encourage leap 
of faith to try new things.  

Talking to residents about resident 
involvement and wider feedback – more 
difficult than more practical topics like 
repairs etc 

Everyone on board about trying to create 
new ways of involvement that were more 
inclusive and accessible

Scrutiny Board reviewing proposals – 
proposals scrutinised ahead of 
implementation.

Scrutiny Board supported by same service 
that was being reviewed – some external 
support for reassurance



Tenant Voice Panel
• Launched Feb 22 – currently 172 Members

• Flexible / accessible approach to membership 

• Act as a wider consultative group to help 

improve day to day services

• Help monitor our performance and the quality of 

our service (self-assess against consumer standards)

• Link to Leeds Housing Board (our governing body)

• Mixture of online and in person meetings (or both)

• Some one-off consultation, some longer if needed

• Some consultation open to all – others just to TVP, and some 

just to specific members on TVP (those with experience of 

the service asking about)



The Tenant Voice Panel so far…
What went well Challenges?!

Good response to launch - on social 
media, tenant emails, invites to existing 
groups, web update, flyers/posters, QR 
codes

Not all 172 are actively taking part – 
offering content and opportunities that 
appeal to wider audience (but chicken and 
egg?)

Diverse membership – high rise residents, 
older persons, younger residents, 
residents from diverse communities, every 
ward in Leeds.

Younger residents more represented – but 
could be even more so

Informal launches (online and in-person) – 
those we met 'got it' and liked how 
accessible/convenient it was 

Not fully implemented the 'strategic 
influence' role

New people can join at any time Difficult to predict participation levels 
(opposite to a standing group or forum)

Staff understand idea and can more easily 
talk about it 



Relationship with Tenant Scrutiny

• Scrutiny Board – allows TVP members to join for specific 

reviews if interested in topic.

• Just started review on damp and mould 

• 20 TVP members happy to help (some coming to board 

meetings, others helping with other actions, e.g.  

reviewing website content and giving feedback)

• More tenants overall helping with evidence gathering 

and busy action plan over next few months.

• Good way to attract new permanent TSB members? 



Ann Potts & Lewis Rimington

SCRUTINY BANK

SAFETY REVIEW



Today

• Introductions

• Overview of Karbon Homes

• Our approach to customer involvement and scrutiny

• The work of our Group Customer Committee

• Scrutiny Bank’s review of building safety

• Findings and Recommendations

• Hints and Tips



Who we are……

• Ann Potts – Vice Chair of Karbon’s Residents 
Committee & Customer Committee member

• Karbon customer for nearly 10 years

• Represented Karbon at Westminster & Place Shapers 
Conferences – Regeneration / Levelling Up Agenda

• Lewis Rimington – 17 years with Karbon Homes across 
neighbourhood investment, community development, 
customer engagement roles



Karbon Homes

Nearly 32,000 homes – more 

customers!

Large geographical area – from 

Berwick to Hull

Diverse types of homes – from 

traditional to inner-city bedsits to rural 

stone cottages

Byker Community Trust & 54North 

Homes (formerly LYHA & YHA)





Customer Engagement
• Resident Involvement Framework underpinned by Residents 

Committee

• Social Housing White Paper (SHWP) – Focus placed upon landlords 
to ensure the customer voice is evident in the business decision 
making process

• Landlords more transparent and accountable to customers

• Facilitate sharing of performance information in line with SHWP

• Two-way information flow between Karbon and our customers at a 
more local and focussed level

• Introduction of Area Forums, Sheltered Housing Group, Environment 
Group, Scrutiny Bank, Young Persons Panel, Leaseholders Forum, 
Building Safety Panel, Grants Panel



Customer 
Committee 

Karbon Residents 
Committee 

inc BCT Rep's

Customer Readers 
Panel

Customer 
Procurement 

Panel
Customer Insight

Complaints 
Review Panel

Scrutiny Bank 

inc BCT and YHA

Equality and 
Diversity

Customer 
Engagement 

Co-ordination

Area Forums Sheltered Housing
Supported 

Housing
Young Persons 

Forum
Digital Services

Environmental & 
Place Specific 

Thematic Panels

Service Charge 
and Leasehold 

Byker Committee 
inc Customer 

Members

RESIDENT INVOLVEMENT FRAMEWORK



Residents Committee
• Direct link to Group Customer Committee via Chair and Vice 

Chair representation

• Receive performance information e.g., customer satisfaction, 
complaints and compliments

• Analyse and understand where there may trends or issues to 
make informed decisions about which parts of the business our 
scrutiny bank review

• NHC led session (Decent Homes Standard)

• Damp and mould / complaints customer service standard

• Complaints Handling Code Self-Assessment



Area Forums

• Facilitate sharing of performance information in line with 

requirements of The Charter for Social Housing Residents

• Allows for two-way information flow between Karbon and our 

customers at a more local and focussed level based upon 

Karbon’s diverse housing stock

• Fear of crime

• Cost of Living

• Investment Programmes



Sheltered Housing Forums

• Help Karbon understand and explore the issues which affect 

customers living in our older person’s accommodation.

• 25-30 customers attend Forum in North and South of the region

• Strategic review of sheltered schemes – customer consultation

• Thoughts on communal lounges, flooring, bins, living spaces and 

outdoor spaces to help Karbon provide improved accommodation 

for its customers



Young Persons Panel

• New Panel established last December

• Engage youth leaders working with young people

• Discuss topics & subjects relevant to young people in 

communities where Karbon has a major presence

• Act as link between Karbon and the young people we 

provide services for

• Lack of mental health provision for young people, lack of training 

opportunities, how funding is allocated and future partnership 

opportunities



Group Customer Committee

• Minimum of 2 members are Karbon customers

• Chair and Vice Chair of Residents Committee

• Objectives:-

• Strategy and Policy

• Monitoring Performance

• Customer Scrutiny, Complaints & Compliments

• Customer Safety

• Place agenda



Group Customer Committee

• Committee of the Group Board responsible for 

overseeing customer experience and engagement

• Responsibility to ensure customers have their voice 

heard

• Needs and safety of customers are at the heart of the 

Board’s decision making

• Group’s performance is monitored to strive for 

excellence across its services



Group Customer Committee

• Karbon commitment to fully engage customers

• Social Housing White Paper emphasised that 

landlords must take responsibility to ensure 

customer voice is heard at every level

• Opportunity for Karbon to restructure its customer 

engagement offer



Group Customer Committee

• Committee meets quarterly

• Receive reports in advance of meeting to check, 

challenge and analyse Karbon’s performance

• During meeting we ask questions for further 

clarification

• Opportunity to provide overview of customer 

engagement groups/forums to Committee



Customer Scrutiny – Building Safety

• Established Scrutiny Bank of customers in May 2022

• 1 day training course to introduce scrutiny

• Summer 2022 – 10 x 2-hour sessions together with 

homework. Approximately 35 hours per member

• Support from Yvonne Davies

• Scrutiny Bank worked on the premise of 19 Karbon Homes 

higher risk homes based on their building risk matrix - all 

multi-story flats, all sheltered, and a timber framed extra 

care home



Customer Scrutiny – Building Safety

• Scrutiny Bank invited to advise Karbon Homes on 

customer needs, communication and engagement in 

building safety assurance.

• Scrutiny Bank impressed by the willingness of Karbon 

staff to share their knowledge with them and provide 

access to any documentation required



Building Safety Review – The Approach

 • Karbon’s Assistant Director, Building & Customer Safety presented 
overview of service to Scrutiny Bank– provided support throughout review

• Scrutiny Bank reviewed current Karbon documentation and other sources

   These included:

✓ The Karbon Homes website

✓ Reports and commentary from customers surveys related to safety

✓ Other housing association websites

✓ Local Government

✓ Fire Services

✓ Leaflets

✓ Videos



Building Safety Review – The Approach
 • Scrutiny Bank interviewed staff involved in building safety, 

communications, research, leasehold and housing services

• Scrutiny Bank visited homes which are in the higher risk 

category for fire/safety, including: 

✓St Oswald’s Court, Gateshead

✓Weavers Court Extra Care scheme, Alnwick 

✓The Manors Extra Care scheme, Prudhoe

• Scrutiny Bank also spoke to customers in homes included in 

the19 higher-risk blocks (leasehold homes and sheltered 

homes), they were very forthcoming



Building Safety Review – Findings
 • No customer safety communications campaign

• Access to information on the website is hard to 

find

• Safety advice is not be-spoke to property types – 

flats/houses have different needs

• No regular customer engagement group on safety, 

like other landlords



Recommendations
 • Provide leaflet reminders for customers in sheltered/extra care 

accommodation on what to do if there was a fire and advice on 

fire prevention

• Karbon to have dedicated space on the website and make better 

use of customer magazines to share safety information

• Amend website to include legionella on search

• Set up a customer safety engagement group in higher risk 

homes

• Offer opportunities in higher risk general needs homes for 

customers to become customer ambassadors for their block















Thank you for 

listening……

Q & A
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